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Types of magnetic ordering

Sometimes very 

complicated

α-Mn

Textbook wisdom

Spin spirals

γ-Fe UO2



Types of magnetic interactions

The first term: exchange interactions (Heisenberg model)

Quantum, nonrelativistic (Coulomb interaction plus Pauli principle).

Determine the type of magnetic ordering (mostly)

The second term: magnetic anisotropy

Quantum, relativistic (due to spin-orbit interaction). At least, 

second-order in SOC. Determine “practical” magnetism (hard

and soft magnetic materials, hysteresis loop, etc.)

The third term: Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions

Quantum, relativistic (due to spin-orbit interaction). First-order in 

SOC but require broken inversion symmetry. Responcible for

weak FM, skyrmiones etc. 



Density Functional Theory

SE for many-body wave function in configurational

space is replaced by single-particle nonlinear

self-consistent equation

Spinor

B is self-consistent

magnetic field

The question: how to map density functional on classical

spin Hamiltonian?



Magnetic force theorem
(Lichtenstein,MIK, Gubanov, J. Phys. F 1984; Sol. St. Comm. 1985;

Lichtenstein, MIK, Antropov, Gubanov JMMM 1987)

Total energy in DFT

Variation

at fixed potential due to change of potential

Basic idea: consider the variation of total energy at small rotations

of local magnetic moments 



Green-function functionals (GW, 

DMFT…)
MIK & Lichtenstein Phys. Rev. B 61,  8906 (2000)

Magnetic torque

Magnetic force theorem

Exchange interactions with local Sigma



Iron: some details

Crystal field splitting
DOS for nonmagnetic 

bcc Fe 

Stoner criterion is fulfilled due to eg states only; they should play

a special role in magnetism of Fe (Irkhin, Katsnelson, Trefilov,

JPCM 5, 8763 (1993)) 



Iron: detailed analysis

t2g are itinerant electrons providing (Heisenberg-like) RKKY

exchange with Friedel oscillations; eg are more correlated providing 

(non-Heisenberg) “double exchange” typical for narrom-band systems 



Dzialoshinskii-Moriya interactions

MIK, Kvashnin, Mazurenko & Lichtenstein, PRB 82, 100403 (2010)

LDA+U

DM interactions

(weak FM, etc.)

Small rotations



Dzialoshinskii-Moriya interactions II

Starting from collinear

configuration



FeBO3

A novel exper. 

technique to 

measure DM vector

and not only canting

angle (resonant

X-ray scattering)

Agrees 

well

with 

exper.



2D Magnets: CrX3

The results are quite sensitive

to the method used to calculate

electronic structure (GW is also

Done, DMFT – work in progress)



Si(111):X (X=C,Si,Sn,Pb)

Red – without SO

Blue – with SO

Single narrow

band nea the

Fermi energy

sp-electron magnets



Si(111):X (X=C,Si,Sn,Pb) II

Mott insulator if take into account Hubbard U

Orientation of DMI

Ground state magnetic 

configurations  for Si(111):Pb 

in magnetic field

(MC simulations)



Mn12: full calculations

Motivation The prototype molecular

magnet

Dimension of Hilbert

space: 
(2ˣ2+1)8(2ˣ3/2+1)4=108

A real challenge!



Mn12: full calculations II

Inelastic netron scattering data: cannot be explained without 

strong DM interactions (MIK, Dobrovistki & Harmon, PRB 1999)

Eight-spin model: S = ½ dimers from S=2 and S=3/2

Dimensionality of Hilbert space decreases to 104

Cannot be justified quantitatively!

Full LDA+U calculations plus Lanczos ED 



Mn12: full calculations III
Plus anisotropy tensors...

No fitting parameters at all – not

so bad!



Manipulation of magnetic interactions 

by high-frequency laser field 

General idea: average over fast 

variables

(cf. “Kapitza pendulum”)

One can change a sign

of exchange integral

1D Hubbard model in strong

high-frequency laser field

Color solid curves, from top to bottom:

- Bare exchange interaction 

- Second order expansion

- Fourth order expansion

- Exact analytical solution

Dashed line shows numerical results for

nonequilibrium exchange (J. Mentink et al)



Using laser field to manipulate magnetic 

structure

One can reach a regime when D >> J with unusual 

nanockyrmione mosaic



Putting into a context of 

standard many-body theory

General way of mapping of interacting fermions onto bosonic

fields  (collective variables): dual boson approach

Derivation and generalization of the exchange formula via

dual boson approach: “practically exact” for Hubbard model



Applications to nonmagnetic systems
Charge-ordered systems Superconductors (e.g. cuprates)
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